
LUXSTREAM CABIN CONNECTIVITY

ENJOY THE WORLD’S 
FASTEST CABIN CONNECTIVITY

 
Empowering passengers to be more 
connected – anywhere, anytime



LUXSTREAM CABIN CONNECTIVITY

THE NEXT LEVEL  
OF CONNECTIVITY

High-speed, high-throughput connectivity solutions are completely 
changing the passenger experience in business aviation. Operators 
can offer connectivity in the cabin that actually feels like you’re in 
the office or at home.

Collins Aerospace’s new ARINCDirectSM connectivity service takes 
the passenger experience up another level. Launched in partnership 
with SES, LuxStream is the only service that offers speeds up to 
15 Mbps globally and 25 Mbps in the United States, and is available 
today only through Collins Aerospace.

To ensure your LuxStream experience is second to none, 
Collins Aerospace will serve as your single point of contact for 
both the service and hardware. This streamlined approach offers 
attractive pricing options to meet your needs. And our support team 
is available 24/7/365 to make sure your passengers stay connected.
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At home or in the office, we’re used to having our phones, 
laptops, tablets, smart TVs and other connected devices all 
going at once without even thinking about it.

Your passengers want that same seamless connectivity in 
the cabin. LuxStream’s high bandwidth enables more users 
to use more devices and more apps at once. At speeds that 
enable them to stream ultra-high-definition content.

As the demand for more data continues to grow, 
LuxStream will help you stay ahead of the curve to meet 
your passengers’ needs.

Pricing options  
that fit you

No matter how frequently you use your aircraft, we want to 
make sure you have cost-effective options to give passengers the 
unprecedented speeds they want. Collins Aerospace allows you to 
select a fixed price plan with a monthly GB allotment. Or, for more 
flexibility, you can choose a pay-as-you-go plan with a per-MB rate.

More bandwidth, 
more possibilities
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LUXSTREAM CABIN CONNECTIVITY

The advantages of a 
single provider

LUXSTREAM  
GLOBAL 
COVERAGE

No one wants unhappy passengers – or even worse, to 
run the risk of the aircraft being grounded by connectivity 
issues. It can be a big challenge for an operator to figure 
out where the problem lies and coordinate the necessary 
communication between service and hardware providers 
to resolve it.

With Collins Aerospace as your single point of contact, it’s 
simple. As the service provider, SES partner and hardware 
distributor, we’ll get to the source of the issue and get your 
aircraft back in the air as quickly as possible.

SEAMLESSLY CONNECTED,  
WHEREVER YOUR PASSENGERS FLY 

LuxStream provides global coverage, with the exclusion of 
the polar regions. Variables such as regulatory compliance, 
will dictate the availability of the service in a specific region - 
contact us for more information

 LUXSTREAM GLOBAL COVERAGE

LUXSTREAM GLOBAL COVERAGE

15 Mbps* 25 Mbps* Near Future Coverage

A limitless in�ight connectivity experience designed to o�er a new choice for the elite traveler.

*Maximum data speeds
Service availability is subject to parameters such as regulatory approvals

15 Mbps 25 Mbps Near-future coverage
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KUSAT-2000 

Collins Aerospace delivers LuxStream through our 
KuSAT-2000 satellite terminal. It uses next-generation 
Ku-band high-throughput satellite (HTS) spot beams to 
achieve maximum performance.

An integrated HTS modem provides minimum beam-to-
beam switchover latency. The satellite tracking design allows 
for full, continuous motion in azimuth and -0° to +90° 
motion in elevation. It provides full reception performance 
during aircraft flight maneuvers, even at higher altitudes. 

CORPORATE AIRCRAFT SERVICE PROGRAM (CASPSM) 

With Collins Aerospace hardware powering the LuxStream 
service, you can protect your investment even more with our 
Corporate Aircraft Service Program (CASPSM). More than 2,400 
customers around the globe rely on CASP for guaranteed aircraft 
operational availability while providing budget predictability.

We provide flexible options to accommodate all types of aicraft, 
as well as custom features for your specific needs.
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TOOLS THAT 
MAXIMIZE THE 
CABIN EXPERIENCE

CABIN SOLUTION ENHANCEMENTS 

Regardless of what your passengers are looking to do, our ARINCDirect cabin 
solutions let them relax or work at any flight level, anywhere in the world.

Making that experience even better are the applications for you to track, 
troubleshoot and manage the connectivity and data on the aircraft. By choosing 
any of our ARINCDirect cabin service enhancements, you and your passengers 
have the tools you need to always keep your service running seamlessly.
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DASHBOARD

Accessible from your movile device or 
desktop, the ARINCDirect dashboard keeps 
you updated about information such as your 
cabin data usage and aircraft status no matter 
where you are, at your desk or on the go.

USAGE DETAILS

Whether it’s voice or data connectivity, our 
usage details feature allows you to access and 
manage your usage.

COVERAGE OVERLAY MAPS

Pilots can overlay up to five different coverage 
maps on their route to determine if they are 
flying out of satellite coverage. This ensures 
seamless connectivity for your passengers.

CONTENT FILTERING

Our content filtering allows you and your flight 
department to control costs by determining the 
type of content passengers can access.

CABIN USAGE APP

This iOS application allows you to view how 
your cabin connectivity service is being used.

NETWORK ANALYZER APP

Easy-to-use network troubleshooting tools to 
check connectivity prior to a flight and help 
restore connectivity in flight in the event of an 
outage.

ARINCDIRECT DIAL

Ground-to-air telephone service provides 
a single aircraft or your entire fleet with a 
standard local phoone number for routing calls 
to any handset in the aircraft.
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